
Wichita Dermatology & Aesthetics
Billing Department Meeting Minutes

January 19, 2022

In attendance: Kayla Harder, Brittany Morain, Lindsey Sherman, Amber Zimmerman

Topic Discussion

Deposit ● Starting Monday, January 24th, we will take turns preparing the
deposit. The billing dept calendar will be updated on what day of the
week you are doing this. If you are going to be absent on the day you
are supposed to do this, please ask a coworker to switch or do this on
that day. Please update the billing department calendar to reflect who
will be preparing it that day.

● The order of the sheets in the “White Sheet Stack” is as follows:
-Deposit Slip
-White Sheet-with initials
-EFT white sheet
-Encounter Forms (Product Sale Sheets)-in the order according to how
you list them on the white sheet. No charges will be in the front of the
encounter form stack
-Product Sales Sheet
-Instamed Totals-with times written on them
-Instamed sales-broken down
-Care Credit Receipts
-Modmed Payments Received totals
-Modmed Payments Received-broken down
-Copies of Checks

● If you have a return or exchange form please put on top with the copy
of the Modmed financials on the top of this white sheet stack. (Do not
staple to the stack)

● After you are done with the deposit, please have another coworker go
over the numbers to make sure nothing was missed and everything
adds up accordingly. Don’t rush through this part. Once you are
confident with the totals, also initial the bottom with a checkmark.



White Sheet

EFT White Sheet

● Go over this and what this should look like. Please make sure your
numbers are written correctly and neatly.  Make sure all of your bolded
totals add up correctly.

● This should be neat. No underlines in the middle of the totals. The only
things bolded should be the total of your column.  The groupings of the
insurance companies. We don’t need a title for each insurance
company if they are headed by a bigger one. Example: All Savers
should go under UHC, etc.
Scroll down and make sure you delete all of the payments for the next
day and that they don’t appear there duplicate the next day.

Tasks ● Make sure we are checking these daily. Surgery staff will send us a
task if they need us to check benefits on a patient for a down payment.
We are to get to these in 24-48 hours.  We need to all be taking turns
accepting these. Just make sure you assign them to yourself and
make notes accordingly so the whole team knows these are being
taken care of.  When you are done, just assign back to that person and
they can mark Completed.

Bills Tab ● Look over the bills tab slowly before sending claims. Make sure we
have the following:

○ The correct CLIA number for the location being billed
○ Is referring number needed?
○ Is pathology being billed under LMJ with the correct referring

provider?
○ Is TC on pathology?
○ Make sure the prices are flooded in
○ Make sure the dx codes are looking correct, nothing in the

primary spot that will get denied
● Resolve billing alerts that are not needed.
● Still don’t post copays for Aetna
● No need to hold any claims but if we need to for a specific instance,

just notate why in the claim notes.

2022 Fee
Schedule

I have this finalized. These codes have been affected so please print out
new one for your records or refer to the one on the drive

87220
81025
17003
17311
17312



17313
17314

Documenting
Phone Calls

Make sure we document all phone calls/patient interaction. This makes it
easy for the next person that picks up the phone with the patient who
needs an update.

Separate and
Identifiable

What this means in Modmed and what the providers said. They are only
adding this if they prescribe a medication and what they talk about is
separate from the procedure. It is our job to look over the
documentation to see if we have enough documentation to support
this. An example of not supported is the skin education exam.

XSN/ASY/Humana
Medicare

What to watch for. Please make sure sticky notes are added as well as
billing notes to alert everyone.  XSN should not be sent to Dpath as
they are not in the Kansas BCBS network. ASY have higher out of
pockets in our office as we are not Ascension. Ultimately, the patient
needs to know this.  Humana Medicare pathology specimens must be
sent global to Dpath.

Check for statuses
in MDM on the left

Make sure the statuses are helping formulate the exam level. If this is not
complete, please message the provider to take a look.


